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Introduction
For a large majority of American households, tax season
brings one of the most significant positive cash flow
events of the year in the form of tax refunds. In our report
Deferred Care: How Tax Refunds Enable Healthcare Spending,
we described the impact of that event on out-of-pocket
healthcare payments. We found that in 2016, a tax refund
represented the single largest cash infusion of the year for
40 percent of our study sample; the average account balance
grew by 42 percent on the day that the first tax refund was
credited. In addition to their size, another important feature
of tax refunds is that they are forecastable; by the time
most filers complete their returns, they will know how much
money to expect, though they generally will not know exactly
when the money will arrive.
Even though tax filers cannot control or predict the exact day
when their refund will be credited to their account, they can
influence the timing on the order of weeks or months by filing
earlier or later in the season. Variation in that behavior is
reflected in Figure 1, which is reproduced from our Deferred
Care report. It shows the distribution in the timing of tax
refund payments in our study sample for the year 2016.1
Thirty-eight percent of our sample received their tax refund
in February, 28 percent in March, 29 percent in April or May,
and the rest (5.5 percent) outside of the typical season.
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Leveraging data on 1.2 million accounts receiving tax refunds in
2016, we investigate variation in the timing of tax filing across
socioeconomic and demographic groups, and variation in the
impact of the tax refund on out-of-pocket healthcare spending.

Findings
• Among tax filers who were owed refunds, lower-income and
younger people filed earlier in the season. Even within an
income or age group, those who were owed larger refunds
tended to file earlier.
• Healthcare spending out of accounts held by earlier filers,
younger people, women, and lower-income people increased
by the largest proportion in response to the tax refund.
• Deferred care represented a larger fraction of deferred
healthcare spending out of accounts held by earlier filers,
women, and lower-income people.
• Cash flow dynamics affected the timing of out-of-pocket
healthcare payments even among higher-income groups.
• Regardless of income, those who filed earlier in the season
put a larger fraction of their refund toward deferred
healthcare spending.

Figure 1: Tax refund season typically runs from early February until the middle of May
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In this follow-up research to our Deferred Care report, we investigate variation in the timing of tax refund disbursements across
socioeconomic and demographic groups, and variation in the impact of the tax refund on out-of-pocket healthcare spending. To our
knowledge, this is the first analysis in 30 years to look at how the timing and size of tax refunds varies across a broad income distribution.2
We find that among filers who are owed a refund, lower income and younger people tend to file earlier in the season. Even within an
income or age group, those who are owed larger refunds tend to file earlier. This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that consumers
have a sense of how much to expect, and those who expect larger refunds have an incentive to file earlier. Whether consciously or not,
consumers behave as if they are using tax filing to generate a cash infusion.
Some of the cash from tax refunds goes toward catching up on deferred out-of-pocket healthcare spending. A major finding from our
previous research is reproduced in Figure 2.3 Over the week after the first refund payment of the year, out-of-pocket healthcare spending
is elevated on average by 60 percent; spending remains elevated for about 76 days by an average of 20 percent. Account holders begin
spending immediately upon receiving their refunds, but not before — even though they generally know how much to expect before the
refund arrives. We also found that 60 percent of the additional spending triggered by the tax refund is done in person at care providers’
offices. Since care paid for at the point where it is provided was also likely paid for at the time it was provided, we described this as
“deferred care” — healthcare services which consumers would have received earlier, if the tax refund had arrived earlier. Almost all of the
remaining 40 percent of the spending response comprised remote payments to service providers; we conservatively classified all of that
spending as “deferred bill pay.”

Figure 2: Out-of-pocket healthcare spending spikes when a tax refund payment is received

We examine how the spending response to tax refunds varies across demographic and socioeconomic groups. We segment the study sample
by age and gender of the primary account holder, estimated annual income, and — in light of our initial findings regarding variation in filing
behavior — tax refund timing.4
We investigate responses to the tax refund in terms of overall out-of-pocket healthcare spending (which we shorthand to “overall spending”)
and also spending on deferred care in particular.5 We focus on spending over the 76 days after receipt of the first tax refund credited to
an account in 2016, and compare against a baseline which is the average rate of spending during the six months leading up to the refund.
We find that healthcare spending out of accounts held by early filers, younger people, women, and lower-income people increased by the
largest proportion in response to the tax refund. In fact, we observe a steady income gradient — the spending response of each income
quintile is stronger than that of the next higher quintile. Furthermore, deferred care represented a larger fraction of the spending response
for earlier filers, women, and lower-income people. Notwithstanding the income gradient in the spending response, we find that cash
flow dynamics affected the timing of out-of-pocket healthcare payments even among the higher-income quintiles. Finally, we find that
regardless of income, those who filed earlier in the season put a larger fraction of their tax refunds toward deferred healthcare spending;
therefore, the differences by tax refund timing are not simply a reflection of the fact that lower-income people are over-represented among
the early filers.
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Finding
One

Among filers who were owed refunds, lower-income and younger people tended
to file earlier in the season. Even within an income or age group, those who were
owed larger refunds tended to file earlier.

Tax refunds are a major cash flow event for most recipients. Do cash flow needs drive consumers’ tax filing behavior? In Figure 3, we show
that tax refunds arrived earlier in the season into accounts that were held by younger people (left panel) and those with lower estimated
income (right panel).6 The income gradient likely reflects two dynamics: first, lower-income consumers may have a greater need for a cash
infusion and thus more incentive to file earlier in the year; second, a larger fraction of refunds paid to lower-income filers may be driven
by refundable tax credits like the Earned Income Tax Credit. Refund dollars from refundable tax credits generally represent new income
that could not have been accessed prior to tax filing season. By contrast, higher-income filers, whose refunds are driven more by payroll
withholding, may have more scope to claim adjustments on their withholding in order to influence how much of their income is spread over
the year and how much comes in their tax refund.

Figure 3: Younger and lower income account holders tended to file earlier

In Figure 4, we show that within an income or age group, those who were owed a larger refund tended to receive their refunds earlier in the
season.7 This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that consumers have a sense of how much to expect, and those who expect larger refunds
have an incentive to file earlier in the season. The patterns in Figures 3 and 4 indicate that consumers for whom the tax refund is likely to have
the biggest cash flow impact (those who are most likely to need a cash infusion and those who stand to receive the most cash) seek it by filing
earlier in the year. This implies that — whether consciously or not — consumers use tax filing to generate a cash infusion.

Figure 4: Within each age and income group, those who are owed larger refunds file earlier
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Finding
Two

Healthcare spending out of accounts held by early filers, younger people, women,
and lower-income people increased by the largest proportion in response to the
tax refund.

One way to evaluate the magnitude of the healthcare spending response to tax refunds is with
the fraction by which spending jumped when the tax refund arrived. This provides a view into
the fraction of healthcare spending which had been deferred during the pre-refund period.
In Figure 5, we show these magnitudes for earlier versus later filers (top left panel), by age
(top right) and gender (bottom left) of primary account holder, and by estimated income
quintile (bottom right). We see substantial gradients in all cases. For example, the earliest
filers responded more sharply to the tax refund (38 percent increase over a typical 76 day
period during the pre-refund baseline) compared with the later filers (22.2 percent), who
in turn responded more sharply than the latest filers (11.5 percent).

Among the
lowest-income
accounts, almost a quarter
of healthcare spending after
the refund had been
deferred from the
pre-refund period.

In previous research, we showed that levels of annual overall spending were lowest among
younger account holders and lower income people. However, Figure 5 shows that these
groups deferred a larger fraction of their annual healthcare spending until they received their
tax refund. For example, among the lowest-income accounts, spending is elevated by 29.6 percent
in the 76 days after the tax refund, relative to the 76 day period prior to the refund. This implies that
almost a quarter (29.6 percent refund response / 129.6 percent of spending in the baseline period) of these
consumers’ overall spending over those 76 days had been deferred from the pre-refund period.

Figure 5: There were steep socioeconomic and demographic gradients in deferred healthcare spending
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Finding
Three

Deferred care represented a larger fraction of deferred healthcare spending out
of accounts held by earlier filers, women, and lower-income people.

In Figure 6, we decompose the spending response to the tax refund into deferred care (in-person payments at healthcare service providers),
deferred bill pay (remote payments to healthcare service providers), and payments to providers of drugs and other healthcare goods
that can be stockpiled. Almost 64 percent of the spending response from accounts held by the earliest filers represented deferred care,
compared to just over 54 percent from accounts held by the latest filers. The fraction of the spending response that was deferred care
did not vary significantly with the age of the primary account holder. Sixty-five percent of the response from accounts held by women
represented deferred care, compared with only 57 percent from accounts held by men. We also see a significant income gradient in the
fraction of the spending response that represented deferred care (bottom right — 68.6 percent among the lowest-income quintile, compared
with 54 percent among the highest-income quintile).

Figure 6: Deferred care represented a larger fraction of deferred healthcare spending out of accounts held by earlier
filers, women, and lower-income people

The patterns in Figures 5 and 6 highlight significant and important socioeconomic variation in the fraction of care that is deferred until
a major cash flow event. But deferred spending and deferred care are not only low-income phenomena. Notwithstanding the income
gradients in the proportional spending response to the tax refund, we next show that cash flow dynamics influenced the timing of spending
even for higher-income quintiles.
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Finding
Four

Cash flow dynamics affected the timing of out-of-pocket healthcare payments
even among higher-income quintiles.

In Figure 5, we showed that lower-income account holders increased overall spending by a larger proportion in response to the tax refund.
Could this reflect the fact that those who spend more outside of tax season defer less of their spending until the refund arrives? In Figure
7, we show that the story is not so simple — in fact, spending spiked the most in dollar terms among many of the groups who were already
spending the most outside of refund season.

Figure 7: After a tax refund, spending spiked the most in dollar terms among many groups who were already spending
the most outside of refund season

Figure 7 relates spending during the pre-refund period to the size of the spending response in absolute dollar terms. As income increases,
spending prior to the refund increases, but so does the spending response. This does not simply mean that income groups who spent the
most after receiving their refunds were the ones who had already been spending the most before. Rather, what Figure 7 shows is that
spending tended to spike after the refund in dollar terms even among higher-income account holders, who likely have more scope to
smooth their consumption with savings or credit (The illustrative exception is the top income quintile, who spent the most during the prerefund period and did not increase their spending as much in response to the refund). Contrast this with the pattern by timing of the refund;
those who received their refunds earliest in the season spent the least outside of refund season, and then increased their spending the most
when the refund arrived. Most generally, the patterns in Figure 7 indicate that spending more on healthcare during the pre-refund period
does not necessarily reduce the amount of spending that is deferred until the refund arrives.
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A pattern illustrated in Figure 4, however, is that those who were spending the most during the baseline period (middle-aged and higherincome account holders) also received the largest average tax refunds. Therefore, the same dollar spending
response represents a smaller fraction of the tax refund for higher-income recipients than for lowerincome recipients. Could differences in refund size be driving the pattern shown in Figure 7? In Figure
8, we show that differences in the spending responses across the income distribution are not just
an artifact of higher-income accounts receiving larger refunds. We examine the relationship
between the dollar size of the refund and the dollar increase in spending that it triggered,
Spending more on
separately by income quintile.8 There are two main insights to draw from this graph:
• For any fixed refund size, there is no consistent income gradient in the fraction of the tax
refund spent on healthcare (vertical positions of curves and dots). For example, those
in the highest income quintile who received a $2,500 refund devoted an average of 1.1
percent ($27) to deferred out-of-pocket healthcare spending, about the same as those in
the lowest income quintile who received the same size refund.

healthcare outside of
tax season does not
reduce deferred care.

• The relationship between size of refund and size of spending response (slopes of the curves)
is similar across all five income quintiles. The fact that all five curves slope upward indicates that
within each income quintile, those who received larger refunds increased their spending more than those
who received smaller refunds. However, the difference in spending associated with differences in refund size is similar for every quintile.
Despite the fact that there are over 250,000 people in each income quintile, we cannot statistically distinguish the slope of any one
of the five curves from any of the others. To the extent that any differences might exist, they do not get steadily larger as income gets
steadily smaller.

Figure 8: The relationship between size of tax refund & spending spikes is similar across the income distribution
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Both of these patterns raise important questions about pent-up demand for healthcare services when the refund arrives and about the
marginal propensity to spend tax refund dollars to cover out-of-pocket healthcare costs. For example, one might expect that lower-income
account holders would have more pent-up demand for healthcare when the refund arrives, and so they may increase their spending more
than a higher-income account holder who received the same size refund, but Figures 7 and 8 show that is not the case. More generally, all
of the patterns here and in our previous research indicate that the marginal propensity to spend tax refund
dollars on healthcare is likely to be substantial, but Figure 8 suggests that this marginal propensity
might not vary much across the income distribution.9
Taken together, these patterns suggest that cash flow dynamics affect consumption of
healthcare across most or all of the income distribution, and not only among the lowerincome. Even though the lowest income groups deferred a larger proportion of their outof-pocket healthcare spending until the tax refund arrived (Figure 5), all income quintiles
responded to the cash infusion from the tax refund (Figure 7), and the spending response
in dollar terms that is associated with dollars received in the tax refund is consistent across
the income distribution (Figure 8).

Consumers’ own
decisions about when
to file reflect their pent-up
healthcare spending needs
more directly than their
income does.

However, as we discuss in the next section, it turns out that we do see evidence of variation in
pent-up demand for healthcare during refund season. It’s just that we see this variation across
self-selected filing groups, rather than income quintiles.
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Finding
Five

Regardless of income, those who filed earlier in the season put a larger fraction
of their tax refunds toward deferred healthcare spending.

In Figures 3 and 4, we saw patterns consistent with the hypothesis that, whether consciously or not, consumers use tax filing to generate a
cash infusion amassed from “deferred income.” In Figures 5 and 6, we saw evidence that one of the uses to which consumers put that cash
infusion is to cover deferred out-of-pocket healthcare spending.
In Figure 9, we repeat the analysis shown in Figure 8, but differentiate accounts based on the timing when the refund arrived rather than
by estimated income quintile. In contrast to our findings from the income stratification, we observe that for any fixed refund amount, the
spending spike was larger for earlier filers (vertical positions of curves and dots); additionally, there was a clear gradient in the association
between size of refund and additional spending response (slopes of curves).10 The difference in spending associated with differences in
refund size was greater among those who received their refunds in February than for those who received their refunds in April or May.

Figure 9: Earlier filers spent a larger fraction of their refund on healthcare

Taken together, these patterns suggest that those who file earlier in the season may have a higher marginal propensity to spend tax refund
dollars to cover out-of-pocket healthcare costs. Furthermore, this would imply that deferred healthcare spending is directly or indirectly
related to consumers’ decisions regarding when to file.11
The fact that we observe evidence of a difference in the impact of a tax refund dollar across self-selected filing groups, but not across
estimated income quintiles, suggests that consumers’ decisions about when to file may reflect their pent-up healthcare spending needs
more directly than their income does.12 This is further borne out by the fact that all the patterns in Figure 9 hold even when we compare
across tax filing groups within an estimated income quintile.
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Implications
Beneath the overall average impact of cash flow dynamics on healthcare spending, there are sharp gradients across demographic and
socioeconomic groups. A larger fraction of the care paid for out-of-pocket by early filers, younger people, women, and lower-income people
was deferred until a significant positive cash flow event. At the same time, cash flow dynamics affect the timing of out-of-pocket healthcare
spending across the income distribution; even within an income group, those for whom cash flow is a more powerful driver file earlier. The
38 percent of tax filers who filed early enough to receive their refunds in February spent a larger fraction of their refunds on out-of-pocket
healthcare costs, including deferred care. This raises important questions for policy and research:
Is it time to revisit periodic disbursements of refundable tax credits? For some lower-income families, refund size may be driven by
refundable tax credits like the Earned Income Tax Credit, and periodic refund payments are generally not available as an option. In these
cases, deferring income until tax season is a direct consequence of the way that tax policy is structured and tax refunds are disbursed.
This raises two important policy questions. One is whether periodic payments would reduce the deferral of healthcare outside of refund
season. This is an important empirical question; would a sequence of small payments enable the same sort of spending as one large sum?
The second policy question is whether there might be a way to increase the flexibility in the timing when the lump sum becomes available.
Healthcare and other spending needs may arise outside of the months of February and March; fixing one of the largest cash flow events of
the year to only this time frame virtually guarantees that some will have to defer care.
Are there ways to let families tap into their excess payroll withholdings when they need them? For higher-income groups, for whom
deferred income — the amount of their tax refund — is more likely to be driven primarily by payroll withholding, the impact of tax refunds
on the timing of healthcare payments is even more striking. Even in the higher-income quintiles, those who are owed larger refunds tend
to file sooner. This suggests that they may be aware that they are overpaying throughout the year. More generally, the patterns we observe
here indicate that whether deliberately or not, there is a significant fraction of consumers even in the middle of the income distribution
for whom the tax system functions as a zero interest rate savings vehicle. An important question this raises is whether it would be possible
to provide an alternative savings vehicle that shares some features of tax withholding — for example, built-in commitment and “set it and
forget it” transparency to the consumer — but in which the consumer has more direct control over the timing when the lump sum becomes
available and has the opportunity to earn some interest in the meantime. This type of vehicle, such as employer-sponsored sidecar savings
accounts, would allow consumers to provision against the risk of a larger than expected tax bill and also against other risks that they might
encounter outside of tax refund season.
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Endnotes
1

Our study sample comprises the 1.2 million checking accounts
in the JMPCI Healthcare Out-of-pocket Spending Panel (HOSP)
who received a tax refund in the year 2016. The JPMCI HOSP
is fully described in our previous report, Paying Out-of-Pocket:
The healthcare spending of 2 million US families. It consists
of deidentified core Chase customers for whom we observe
financial attributes, including out-of-pocket healthcare spending
between 2013 and 2016. We focused on accounts held by adults
aged 18 to 64, as adults 65 and older were more likely to make
payments using paper checks, which we could not categorize. To
provide better visibility into income and spending, we selected
accounts which had at least five checking account outflows each
month, at least $5,000 in take-home income each year, and used
paper checks, cash, and non-Chase credit cards for less than
50 percent of their total spending. The JPMCI HOSP data asset
includes customers who resided within the 23 states in which
JPMorgan Chase has a retail branch presence.

2

More recent research uses survey data from 20 years ago to
track the timing of tax refunds specifically for filers who are
eligible for the Earned Income Tax Credit (that is, lower-income
custodial parents).

3

The time path represented in figure 2 is adjusted to remove
noise generated by two effects: first, healthcare spending
is naturally lower on weekends and holidays compared with
standard weekdays, and second, tax refunds are never credited
on weekends. As a result, day 0 is a weekday for all 1.2 million
accounts in our sample, which therefore means that days 0 ± 7,
0 ± 14, and so on also fall on weekdays for 100 percent of the
sample. By contrast, for example, days 4 ± 7, 4 ± 14, and so on
fall on weekends for 48 percent of the sample. This creates
noise in the time series, which we sweep out by estimating a
regression of healthcare spending on each account-day during
the pre-refund baseline period against:
1) a set of indicators for each day of the week, and an
indicator for whether that account day fell on a major holiday
2) an indicator for the month of the year when the refund
was credited
3) an indicator for whether the account-day falls in the same
calendar year that the refund was credited, or the prior
calendar year. This last indicator accounts for the fact that
spending tends to tick up slightly when the calendar year
turns over (perhaps due to the resetting of deductibles).
We then compute the residual from this regression (that is,
variation that is left over after accounting for these calendar
effects), and add that back to the pre-refund baseline average to
generate the time series shown in figure 2.

4

In our age stratification, 5 percent of the sample are in the
youngest age bin (18-25), 26 percent aged 26-34, 27 percent aged
35-44, 24 percent aged 45-54, and the rest (17 percent) aged 5564. Notwithstanding its small size, the 18-25 year olds are placed
in their own bin, because under the Affordable Care Act, this
age group is eligible for insurance under their parents’ plans.
For our stratification by gender of the primary account holder,
38 percent of accounts are held by women, 44 percent are held
by men, and the rest (17 percent) are not identified and so are
excluded from these stratifications. For the estimated income
quintile stratification, the lowest quintile has estimated takehome income below $24,000; the second quintile, up to $36,000;
the third, up to $52,000; the fourth, up to $76,000.

5

Recent academic research indicates that many categories of
spending — and not just healthcare — increase when a tax refund
arrives. As we reported previously, the spending response for
healthcare is greater, in aggregate, than other types of spending:
non-health spending on debit cards increased by 54 percent in
the week after the tax refund (compared to 83 percent for health
spending on debit cards).

6

We also checked for differences in refund timing based on
gender of the primary account holder, and found none. The age
and income patterns we discuss here are broadly consistent with
patterns that had been observed by academic researchers in
administrative data from the late 1980s.

7

We exclude from figure 4 the small fraction who received refunds
outside the typical season.

8

The curves are a quartic regression that summarizes this
relationship over the approximately 250,000 individual accounts
in each group. The dots represent averages within $500 refund
bins and the size of each dot indicates the number of accounts
in that bin. The graph spans the range from the fifth to the 95th
percentile of tax refund amounts.

9

In an experimental context, the slopes of curves like those
in Figure 8 would quantify this marginal propensity within
each group.

10

For example, those receiving a $2500 refund in February
devoted an average of 1.5 percent of those refunds to deferred
out-of-pocket healthcare spending, whereas those receiving the
same size refund in April or May devoted only three-fifths as
much (0.8 percent).

11

It is also important to note that although we analyze the overall
healthcare spending response in Figures 8 and 9, the patterns
are the same when we narrow the analysis to include only
payments for deferred care.
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12

Our findings indicate that timing of filing likely reflects a host
of unobserved characteristics related to healthcare spending
needs. One important set of potential characteristics is family
composition. Our data provide a clearer lens on account holders’
incomes than on their marital/partnership status, the number
and ages of any children they might be caring for, and so on.
Family size certainly correlates with healthcare spending needs
and with total take-home income. Therefore, one possible simple

explanation for the differences between figures 8 and 9 might
have been that in figure 8 we are in part comparing larger
families in higher income quintiles with smaller families in lower
income quintiles. However, when we pull out only accounts that
are very likely to be held by single householders, we observe all
the same patterns reported here. Therefore, it is unlikely that
unobserved family composition is a complete simple explanation
for the differences between figures 8 and 9.
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